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Image Processor DIGIC 7

Image Sensor

Type CMOS Sensor

Image Sensor Size

Effective Pixels

Effective Pixels

APS-C (22.3 x 14.9mm)

Approx. 24.2 Megapixels

Lens Mount EF-M (EF and EF-S lenses compatible via Mount Adapter EF-EOS M)

LCD Monitor

Type 3" type, touchscreen, TFT colour liquid crystal monitor

Approx. 1,04 million dots

Features Tilt - type, upwards: approx 180°

Focus

AF Method Dual Pixel CMOS AF with Face + Tracking AF, Smooth Zone AF, 1-point AF

AF Points Maximum 49 AF points

Focus Operation One-Shot AF, Servo AF

Exposure Control

ISO Speed AUTO, ISO 100 - ISO 25600

Shutter

Shutter Speed 30-1/4000 sec (1/3 stop increments), Bulb (Total shutter speed range. 
Available range varies by shooting mode)

AVA I L A B L E  I N 
F O U R  C O L O U R S
Colour availability varies by country

Auto (E-TTL II), Manual Flash On/Off (3 flash power output settings)
Flash exposure compensation (±2 stop in 1/3-stop increments)

Flash output level (3-stop) 

6.1 fps (AF fixed)
4.0 fps (AF tracking)

Flash

Built-in Flash Yes

Modes

Shooting

Continuous Shooting (Approx.)

Still Images: 3:2

L (Large): Approx. 24.00 megapixels (6000 x 4000)

M (Medium): Approx. 10.60 megapixels (3984 x 2656)

S1 (Small 1): Approx. 5.90 megapixels (2976 x 1984)

S2 (Small 2): Approx. 3.80 megapixels (2400 x 1600)

RAW: Approx. 24.00 megapixels (6000 x 4000)

Still Images: Aspect Ratios 3:2, 4:3, 16:9, 1:1

Movie

Others

Movie Resolution

Dimensions

Weight (CIPA compliant testing standard,
including battery and memory card) 

Approx. 302g 

Network Wi-Fi / NFC / Bluetooth®

1920 x 1080 (Full HD)
1280 x 720 (HD)
640 x 480 (SD)

60p / 50p / 30p / 25p / 24p
60p / 50p
30p / 25p

108.2 mm (Width) x 67.1 mm (Height) x  35.1 mm (Depth)
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Weight and dimensions are approximates. Nothing in this document should be construed as a warranty. Product/ Service options, name and availability 
may vary by region. We expressly disclaim any liability or contractual obligations with respect to this document. Canon, among others, is the trademark 
of Canon Inc. and/or its affiliates. Other names, marks and logos contained in this document may be the registered trademarks or trademarks of their 
respective owners.

EOS M100 is also compatible with Canon’s entire suite 
of EF, EF-S lenses via the Mount Adapter EF-EOS M

EF-M LENSES

Ideal for a shallow depth-of-field photos with bokeh effects, this zoom 
lens also features an Image Stabilizer and Dynamic IS that consistently 
produces high quality photos and videos.

This wide-angle zoom lens has the shortest focusing distance in the 
EOS M lenses at 0.15m, and features an Image Stabilizer producing 
sharp photos equivalent of a shutter speed that is 3 stops faster.

This compact, versatile zoom lens combines both wide-angle and 
telephoto zoom properties, making it ideal for taking both landscapes 
and close-up photos. 

The world’s first* autofocus macro lens with built-in Macro Lite, it is able 
to illuminate even small objects without shadows. This lens also features 
a Super Macro mode with 1.2 magnification that instantly produces 
professional-looking macro photos.

*Among interchangeable autofocus lenses for cameras (SLR and mirrorless cameras.) 
As of May 2016, based on Canon’s research.

This ultra-compact lens uses aspheric lens to produce images of high 
quality and resolution even at extreme close-ups. The lens also features 
a stepping motor that enables for silent, seamless Movie Servo AF.

Compact and portable, this is the longest telephoto zoom lens in 
the EF-M lens Range, making it particularly ideal for taking photos of 
distant subjects.

Made for the multidisciplinary photographer, this lens will allow you to 
cover a large range of shooting scenes from wide angle landscapes to 
telephoto shots of distant subjects. Plus, with a high zoom ratio of 8.3x 
you’ll get high quality images across the entire focal range.

Discover new shooting perspectives with a range of 
EF-M lenses for the EOS M100. 

The EOS M100 is available in

EOS M100 Kit (EF-M15-45 IS STM)
EOS M100 Kit (EF-M15-45 IS STM & EF-M22 IS STM)

EOS M100 Kit (EF-M15-45 IS STM & EF-M55-200 IS STM)
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30p: 29.97 fps, 25p: 25.00 fps, 24p: 23.98 fps, 
60p: 59.94 fps, 50p: 50.00 fps
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Take your selfie game to the next level with EOS M100. The LCD 
screen tilts up to 180°, to help you snap stunning portraits 
from challenging angles. Self Portrait 
Mode allows you to create gorgeous 
background blur, adjust brightness or 
smoothen skin tone for a shot that truly 
stands out. You can even use Creative 
Assist Mode to adjust and save 
photo settings in real time! With a 
sleek touch screen display and 
intuitive icons, expressing your style 
has never been this fun or easy. 

YOUR VERSATILE 
STYLE COMPANION
Look stylish for any lifestyle moment with the versatile 
Canon EOS M100. Featuring powerful autofocus with Dual 
Pixel CMOS AF, intuitive controls and a sleek, lightweight 
design, the EOS M100 makes it easy for you to capture style 
inspiration and selfies on the go, so you can take your fashion 
to the next level.

blackgray
white

Make a statement wherever you go with the EOS M100. 
Available in White, Pink, Gray and Black, it’s versatile enough 
to complement your everyday style, and features a lightweight 
design that makes it easy to carry in your bag. 

STYLISHLY LIGHT AND COMPACT

MOVIES THAT INSPIRE
Bring your inspiration to life with Movie Mode. Create stunning videos 
or time-lapse movies with intuitive selectable shooting intervals. 
The Touch AF function also allows you to quickly adjust focus areas 
with just a touch of the LCD screen, and capture professional-looking 
movies with background blur. With the in-camera Combination IS 
function, camera shakes are suppressed so you can achieve stable 
shots even when using a lens without an image stabilisation function. 

BRILLIANT IMAGES THAT NEVER 
GO OUT OF STYLE
From colourful textures to breathtaking backdrops, the EOS M100’s 
DIGIC 7 image processor and impressive 24.2 megapixel APS-C sized 
CMOS sensor allow you to capture stunning images with high image 
clarity and reduced noise levels. With a range of EF-M lenses* available 
to you, you can also look forward to a wide variety of choices for 
creative expression. 
*EOS M100 is also compatible with Canonʼs entire suite of EF, EF- S lenses via the 
Mount Adapter EF-EOS M.

canonlove

POWERFUL AUTOFOCUS
Be ready to capture fleeting moments with EOS M100ʼs fast and 
precise autofocus. Dual Pixel CMOS AF technology delivers fast 
and accurate AF in both still and video shooting. With 24.2 million 
phase-difference sensors in place, phase-difference AF is possible 
over 80% x 80% area of the focal plane’s entire surface, and users 
will have more flexibility in framing creative compositions. 

EASY CONNECTIVITY WITH  
WI-FI/BLUETOOTH/NFC
Inspire your social media followers instantly! Seamlessly transfer 
photos or videos to your smart device via Wi-Fi with the Canon 
Camera Connect app, and share them directly on social media. 
Designed for both iOS and Android, the app also lets you use 
your smart device as a monitor for remote shooting and playback. 
Additionally, the EOS M100’s Bluetooth low-energy technology 
allows you to stay connected to your smart devices even when 
your camera is in Auto Power Off mode. 

EASY SELFIES
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